In this paper we present new hybrid motion segmentation method. A comparison with classical morphological and motion eld segmentation methods shows that it has a better rate-distortion performance when it is used to segment start regions for a region optimization algorithm. Improvements by re-segmentation and a more accurate approximation of the start regions for initialization of the optimization procedure are investigated.
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For region-based video coding, motion segmentation is an important issue. Most region-based coding schemes perform the segmentation of the image with a xed accuracy and code the obtained segments with some lossy or lossless shape coding algorithm, e.g. 1, 2] . Hence, the bit-rate depends on the selected accuracy and no trade-o between the distortion performance and the bits necessary for transmitting the region shapes is made. In 3] a video coding scheme has been presented which deals with that problem by optimizing regions for motion compensation according to rate-distortion theory. This is done by determining the shape of a region while regarding the bit-rate necessary to send it, i.e. the actual shape is obtained in an optimization procedure. However, we need to initialize the optimization procedure with some meaningful \start regions". In this paper we investigate some methods for segmenting start regions as initialization for our region optimization procedure. A new hybrid segmentation scheme is introduced.
RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMAL REGIONS
In our region-based video coding scheme, the regions used for motion compensation are optimized with respect to a rate-distortion trade-o 4]. The scheme proposed in 3] starts with segmenting start regions. Di erent methods for segmenting the start regions will be presented in section 3. The objective of the motion segmentation in our work is not to provide a very detailed and exact partition of the image but to provide a good starting point for the following region optimization. The regions are used for motion compensation after their shape is optimized. Our optimization procdure may change the region shape quite signi cantly. Given a set of segmented start regions, they are optimized in the region optimization step as follows. The regions are optimized sequentially. A motion vector is estimated for each start region taking into account all regions that have been previously optimized successfully in the current image. Then, the shape of the start region is approximated by distributing vertices de ning the contour uniformly over its bounding box. This is a very rough approximation. However, it is shown in section 5 that a more accurate approximation of the start regions is not necessary at this stage. The number and the location of the contour vertices are subject to the following optimization procedure. with D(X )+ R(X ) being the incremental Lagrangian cost function for region X and X ?1 is the set of all previously optimized regions for the current image, with \?" denoting the optimum. Equation (1) states that the region X is optimized under the assumption that all previously coded regions are optimal. The optimization of a region is done using a steepest descent algorithm by successively perturbing each node. The iteration is carried out by moving one node at a time in eight directions. The new position of the node is the one which minimizes D(X ). Then the next node is processed. The step size of the node perturbation is varied during optimization of one contour, starting with 4 and continuing with 2 and 1 pixel. If no node changes its position, the iteration stops. The regions are allowed to overlap. The motion of the regions is added in the overlapping areas and D(X ) is calculated with respect to the so-far-predicted frame. The contour is optimized for di erent numbers of nodes, hence, yielding di erent D(X ) and R(X ). The contour which minimizes (1) is retained and de nes the optimal region X which is used for motion compensation.
Regions with D(X ) + R(X ) > 0 after optimization are discarded since they yield worse ratedistortion performance than the prediction error coder, which is last encoding step.
INITIAL SEGMENTATION
In section 2 we have described an algorithm for optimizing regions for motion compensation. In the following we want to introduce three possible methods for segmenting start regions which serve as a starting point for the optimization step.
MORPHOLOGICAL SEGMENTA-TION
The rst method is morphological segmentation. It uses some morphological operators on the di erence image to nd start regions. The basic idea is that connected areas with a big di erence between the current and the previous frame belong to one object and hence should be motion compensated by one region. The segmentation starts by thresholding the absolute di erence image I t between the current image I t and the previous image I t?1 to separate changed pixels from unchanged pixels. Using morphological dilation and erosion operators on the resulting binary image, regions that are scattered due to noise are clustered together. Remaining noise corresponding to regions that are too small, is removed. Typical start regions that are obtained by this method are shown in Fig. 1(a) for the Mother and Daughter sequence. If one region covers an area with di erent moving objects, the dominating motion vector is estimated for the region. Thus, during optimization the area which moves in a di erent direction is excluded from the region. If the segmentation is repeated, these areas can be motion compensated, too.
MOTION FIELD SEGMENTATION
Another approach is to segment the motion eld instead of the di erence image. We estimate the motion eld by block matching with blocks of size 8x8 pixels and half pel accuracy. The segmentation is done by clustering adjacent blocks with identical motion. The advantage compared to the morphological segmentation as described above is that regions with di erent motion are separated in one step even if they are located close together. The disadvantage is that due to noise we get a lot of di erent moving Fig. 1(b) .
HYBRID SEGMENTATION
In order to overcome the problems described above, we introduce a new segmentation scheme which is described in the following. It is called hybrid segmentation since it uses elements from both of the segmentation approaches described above. Similar to the morphological segmentation, rst, the changes between the current and the previous image are located. However, a decision is not made on pixel but on block basis, i.e. a block is considered to be changed if its mean squared error (MSE) is above a certain threshold th MSE . Adjacent blocks that are marked as changed are connected to form rst estimates of start regions. Then, the segmentation proceeds as follows:
1. For each marked block, the MSE values for the displacements of a search range are computed and stored in a matrix. The minimal MSE gives the optimal motion vector for the block. 2. These optimal motion vectors are scanned for the one that yields the minimal MSE for the entire start region. The optimal motion vectors of blocks with variance lower than a given threshold th var are omitted at this stage to reduce the in uence of noise. By now, we have start regions with associated motion vectors that represent one dominant motion in that area. 3. In the next step, all adjacent blocks for which the MSE with the picked vector does not exceed its own minimal MSE plus a threshold th MSE are grouped together to form a nal start region that serves as a start region for optimization. 4. For the remaining blocks go back to step 2. The start regions obtained by this segmentation typically look like shown in Fig. 1(c) .
COMPARISON OF SEGMENTATION METHODS
To compare the three motion segmentation methods in terms of e ciency for start region segmentation the rst 30 frames of the sequence Mother and Daughter with a frame rate of 10 Hz are used to perform motion-compensating prediction experiments. The experiment is to predict the current original frame from the previous original frame using the different methods for generating start regions with the same region optimization procedure.
In Fig. 2 , the resulting PSNR values are depicted. The results are obtained by applying the motion segmentation schemes using various values of the Lagrange parameter in Eq. 1, thus running the complete optimization algorithms for several bit rates. It can be seen that the hybrid segmentation scheme gives a better initialization to the region optimization than the other two schemes.
RE-SEGMENTATION
It may occur that some small moving areas are not compensated since they are dominated by a larger moving object in the rst segmentation step. With a re-segmentation after the optimization of the rst set of regions this problem can be avoided. For the resegmentation the previous image is replaced by the so-far-predicted image, i.e. taking into account the already successfully optimized regions from the rst segmentation. Fig. 3 shows how much can be gained by one re-segmentation after optimizing the rst set of regions for the morphological and the hybrid segmentation method. It can be seen that the gain is rather small for the hybrid segmentation, whereas in the case of morphological segmentation it gives quite an improvement. However, the morphological segmentation still does not reach the performance of the hybrid segmentation.
APPROXIMATION OF THE START REGIONS
For the region optimization as described in section 2, the start regions have to be approximated by a vertex based contour. We use a generalized parabolic blending curve 3, 5] to avoid visually annoying sharp corners. In the results presented above, the start regions are approximated very roughly by distributing the vertices identically over the border of the bounding box. This is done for several numbers of vertices (typically 3 to 10) and for each number of vertices the optimization starts again from the bounding box. We have implemented a more accurate approximation of the start regions. One vertex is placed at every corner of the start region. Then the vertex locations are optimized. From the optimized contour the vertices are eliminated successively and the curve is reoptimized again each time until there is no more improvement in the rate-distortion sense, i.e. J becomes minimal. Although with this method the contour of the start regions is represented more accurately by the vertices at the beginning of the optimization, it performs slightly worse (see Fig. 4 ). This is mainly due to the fact that in one case curves were optimized for every number of vertices between 3 and 10. In the other case we removed vertices until there was no more improvement, bearing the risk to stop in local minima. This result leads to the conclusion that the accuracy of the start region approximation is not very important. The contour nds its way in the optimization procedure even from starting positions which are quite far from the optimal locations.
CONCLUSION
A new hybrid motion segmentation method using elements from morphological and from motion eld segmentation has been presented. It was shown that by the hybrid segmentation performs better in terms of rate-distortion theory than morphological or motion eld segmentation when it is used to segment start regions for a region optimization algorithm. With a re-segmentation step after the rst set of regions is optimized the performance especially of the morphological segmentation can be improved. A more accurate approximation of the start regions for initialization of the optimization procedure gave no improvement compared to a very rough approximation where the vertices were distributed over the border of the bounding box. 
